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InTents effort

Walking in a winter wonderland

for Haiti
Students will spend night in
tent camp on front lawn
by BLAKE MATHEWS
editor-in-chief

0

ver the past two
weeks, tents have
come to 'Symbolize
Harding's willingness to go
above and beyond to bring
aid and shelter to quakestricken Haiti.
Tonight studentswill be
taking that symbolism to the
next level with InTents, an
overnight camp-out on the
front lawn to raise money
for the Tents and Tarps
program.
InTents started as a joke
between students about
camping out on the front
lawn in a tent, a joke that
Student Association President
Bryan C lifton overheard.
He brought the idea to
Andrew Baker, director of
the Institute for Church
and Family, after Tents and
Tarps had started raising
funds, and then to junior
printjournalism major Sarah
Kyle. By the early morning
h ours of Thursday, Jan. 28,
the event was beginning to
take shape.
Initially, Kyle said, the
plan called for a week of
students sleeping in tents
on the front lawn. However,
logistical problems forced a
week down to a weekend,
and then to one night. Still,
she said, InTents and the
resources it would bring in
could not wait for the difficulties to be resolved.
"The need for shelter is
immediate," Kyle said. "It's
not even something that they
need tomorrow, it's something
that they needed yesterday.
It's something that they
needed a week ago."
The money raised from
InTents will go to buy more

tents for displaced Haitians.
Through Tents and Tarps,
Harding students and faculty
have already sent 200 tents
directly to Haiti and raised
about $30,000. SA service
director Sky Vanderburg, who
is co-directing InTents with
Kyle, said he hopes to raise
at least $5,000 tonight.
The fundraising will occur on both the corporate
and individual levels. Kyle
said she is expecting at least
$3,000 from local businesses
that have already pledged
their support for the event.
Students will have to raise
the rest, but each student
will be issued his or her own
Kimbia page after singing
up to camp out. An online
fundraising tool, Kimbia will
give students a link to send
to friends, family and other
businesses, asking for sponsorship and donations.
According to Kyle, InTent:s
will run from roughly 6 p.m.
tonight to 6 a.m. tomorrow.
The event will begin when
tents start going up on the
front lawn, though Kyle said
she encouraged students to get
set up before dark. Students
are encouraged to bring and
use their own tents, but not
owning a tent will not bar
anyone from participating.
Kyle said students could sign
up to borrow a tent for the
night, and afterward the tent
would be cleaned, dried and
shipped off to Haiti with
the others.
Once the tents are up,
students are not required to
stay on the front lawn. Anyone
can leave to eat dinner or
do homework, but at 9:30
p.m. the planned activities
for InTents will begin.

photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
Two students walk across the snow-covered sidewalk last Friday, leaving their footprints in the four inches of
snow that fell over the campus. See page 6a for more photos from Harding's snow day.

Classes frozen for a day
by JAMES TAYLOR
student writer

T

his past Thursday, Jan. 28,
media consumption no doubt
increased dramatically among
Harding students.
Don't worry - you didn't miss the
Super Bowl or Amer.ica:n Idol. However, you may have been among the
few who missed the Doppler radar
on the local weather channel late
that night, hoping for a white Friday.
Fortunately, whether you missed the
weather or not, you got to enjoy a
day off from school due to snow and
ice in Searcy.
According to weather reports,
Searcy received about four inches
of snow and close to a quarter inch
of ice between early Friday morning
and early Saturday morning. Harding
University was one of many schools in

see TENTS on page 3a

Harding ahead of
curve in remediation
by LAUREN BUCHER
student writer

0

ver half of the freshmen that entered
Arkansas colleges in
the fall were not prepared for
college-level courses, according
to a report by the Arkansas
D epartment of Hig h er
Education. Those students
needed remedial classes,
whereas only 13 percent of
Harding freshmen needed
remedial classes.
The Arkansas Department
of Higher Education tested
21,689 students entering college at both two and four-year
institutions. Of those tested,
11,837,or 54.6 percent, needed
to take rem edial classes in
either English, reading or
math.This is a 3 percent increase from the 51.3 percent
of freshmen that needed
remediation last fall.
Out of 955 incoming
Harding freshman, 128, or
13 percent, took a remedial
course. In the fall of2006, 142
out of911, or 16 percent, of
Harding freshmen needed
remediation. In 2007, 159 out
of965,or 16 percent, needed
remediation. In 2008, 118 out
of986, or 12 percent, needed
remediation.
"The retention and graduation rates among [Harding]
students who take remedial
classes are comparable to
other students," Marty Spears,
assistant vice president for
A cademic Affairs, said.

the state to promptly respond to the Gouges in the turf and tire marks,
winter storm by officially canceling things like that."
all classes on Friday.
A day off, in Associate Professor
When asked about his day off, of Marketing Dr. Rich Brown's eyes,
sophomore art major Austin Andrews looks a little different.
said, "It was awesome. It's never a bad
"I walked to campus and spent
thing when you plan on taking a test at most of the day grading papers in
noon, and instead you're sledding."
the office," Brown said. "The biggest
Sophomore fashion merchandising headache for me resulted from havmajor Bonnie Stroud had a similar ing to move an exam from Friday to
story.
Monday. The move was not difficult,
"Let's just say I wasn't exactly pre- but' now I'm a day behind covering
pared for or looking forward to going material and need to catch up before
to classes Friday," Stroud said. "I was the next exam. The fact that this was
so happy when I heard it was canceled, my biggest headache shows how
good life is."
and I got to enjoy sleeping in."
On Feb. 3, Danny DeRamus, head
Whether you're a student or profesof Harding's Physical Resource De- sor, whether you slept in, went sledpartment, had this to say regarding ding, built a snowman or simply kept
the snow, "The only thing left to do warm indoors, the consensus seems
is to tidy up the areas that were dam - to be overwhelming thankfulness for
aged by the snow removal process. an unexpected day off.

Ne\V theme for talent

show: The Burksy's
by STEVEN CHANDLER
student writer
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"Many students who have
taken remedial courses at
Harding have gone on to
earn graduate degrees."
At Harding, students may
need leveling courses in one
subject or all thiee subjects
- math, reading, and English
- depending on what skills
they need to improve. Not
all Harding students take all ·
the remedial classes they need
during their first semester
of school.
The Arkansas D epartment of Higher Education
reported that this past fall

has had the largest increase
of remedial students in a
decade. This is a reverse of
the trend in previous years;
the percentage of remedial
students had been decreasing.
Previously, the largest rise in
the rate was an increase of 1.1
percent in 2000. However,
the remediation rate is not as
high as it has been. In 2002,
the rate was 3.8 points higher
at 58.4 percent.
ACT scores determine if
students need to be put into
remedial classes
see REMEDIAL on page 3a

arding's newly designed talent
show, the Burksy's, will be hosting
public tryouts today at 7 p.m. in
the Administration Auditorium.
After last year's talent show, CAB
director Corey McEntyre and Assistant
Director of Admissions Logan Light
started thinking of ways to make the
talent show better. In an effort to reform
the program, they looked to the past.
Years ago, a talent competition called
the "Harding Awards" awarded finalists
prizes, including signed pictures of Dr.
Burks. However, M cEntyre and Light
decided it was not enough to bring
back an old program; it needed to be
different.
"How can we take it a step further;
like Apple, how can we make it better?"
McEntyre said.
It was decided that an awards- type
format would be used for this year's talent show, renamed "the Burksy's." Like
on an awards show, they plan to hand out
awards, notably the Burks bobbleheads,
and to offer entertainment acts.
'Tm looking forward to creating a new
tradition," Light said. "In our planning,
Corey and I envisioned the Burksy Awards
being something that the students look
forward to every early spring."
From the auditions only three acts
will be chosen. So far, contestants range
from performances of original songs to
demonstrations ofpain tolerance. Anyone
is able to watch auditions in the Administration Auditorium where contestants
can get up and do what they do best in
hopes of winning a Burksy.
"Really, I would like to see some new
things," Light said. "Every year there are
singers. I know that is certainly a talent,
one that escapes me, but what I want

to see variety. Maybe a comedy routine,
maybe a juggler. I want to see some
students who put in thought and work
to have their shot at a Burksy."
Contestants have put a great deal ofhard
work into being ready for the auditions
in hopes to advance to the Burksy's.
"I knew the auditions were coming
up this spring semester, so I went ahead
and chose my song in the fall," senior
MaryCaitlin Tanksley said. "As soon as
I came back, I asked my friends Rebecca
Morris and Devon Newburn if they
would perform with me. We have already
practiced several times, and I could not
be happier with our progress."
Tanksley is not the only one who has
been practicing. Cousins Garrett Russell
and Richard Schneider have been practicing an original song. For a long time
they have wanted to get together and
perform, and now the Burksy's auditions
have given them this chance.
"Corey and I are both very excited
about the Burksy's," Light said. "We
have spent a lot of time on the planning
end of things in hopes that it will come
across as a professional award show, not
something that was thrown together at
the last minute. We are looking forward to
having a lot of people in attendance and
for the camaraderie that will follow."
The Burksy's is scheduled to take place
at 7 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 27 in the
Benson Auditorium. It will also include
audience participation: viewers will vote
via text message. McEntyre and Light
said they are hoping to keep the program
shrouded in mystery as much as possible
until the date arrives.
"What are we going to do?"McEntyre
asked. "We are not going to tell you, but
it is going to be awesome .. . I want to
blow peoples' minds. I want people to walk
away being like, 'That was the greatest
thing I've ever watched."'
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Student suicides in Mumbai
on the rise
Recently, India has been devastated by teen suicides across
the country. About 25 students have committed suicide since the
beginning of this year in Mumbai and surrounding areas alone.
India's suicide rates are among the highest in the world, with
40 percent being adolescents. An education secretary said that
authorities are starting counseling sessions.
According to newspapers, academic pressure may play a
part in the recent suicides. One case involved a boy committing
suicide when he was suspended from school, and more have
cor:nmitted suicide after failing exams.
Education in India is built on pressure. It emphasizes memorization and scoring high grades. The film "3 Idiots" highlights
India's extreme educational pressure.
According to an Indian psychiatrist, the recent suicides can
be attributed to India's changes socially and economically, lead- ·
ing to a breakdown in family structure, saying that kids used
to have more time with parents and an easier time getting into
college.
.
Teachers in Mumbai have noticed the danger of the situation and have started a suicide prevention program called "Life
Is Beautiful." The program's goal is to help teachers recognize
suicidal tendencies in children.

Iran allegedly sends rocket
into orbit
carrying rat, turtles, worms
Officials in Iran reported on Wednesday that they have made
a breakthrough in their space
program by sending a rat, named
Helmz-1, two turtles and worms
into orbit by rocket.
However, the U.S. sees this as
a threatening move, concerned
with the possibility of missile
technology.
"Although this appears to be [al
satellite, there are dual-w:;e capabilities that could be applied to
missiles, and that's a concern to us and everybody in region,"
Defense Department spokesman Geoff Morrell said in an interview with CNN.
Iranian Defense Minister Brig. Gen. Ahmad Vahidi reassures
that the space program's intentions are "peaceful."
Iranian news is now reporting that the animals were returned
to Earth and are currently being studied by scientists in Iran.

Photo by NOAH DARNELL
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President David Burks runs through a tunnel of students during halftime at the men's basketball game Saturday against Ouachita Baptist University. Final Score: Bisons 79-58

Great local Valentine date locations

-

by KYLIE AKINS

Recycled fur coats provide
comfort for animals

assistant news edit or

Chapel

In an ironic form of therapy, injured and sick wildlife are now
cuddling up to fur coats donated through the Coat for Cubs
program by the Humane Society.
The donated furs are used in wildlife rehabilitation centers for
baby raccoons, chipmunks, squirrels, coyotes, skunks and other
animals. For orphaned baby animals, the coats serve as a furry
and warm surrogate mother.
By using furs in place of traditional bedding, caretakers have
seen a reduction in stress level of the animals.
Many of the coats that have been donated came from people
who think fur coats are inhumane.
Donations can be turned in to or shipped to the Coat for Cubs
program or to any Buffalo Exchange. 2,687 furs were donated in
2009.
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The real <soloist' to debut CD
The story of the unique friendship between schizophrenic musician Nathaniel Ayers and Los Angeles Times columnist Steve
Lopez is familiar to many who have read his book, "The Soloist:
A Lost Dream, an Unlikely Friendship, and the Redemptive Power
of Music," the 2009 movie "The Soloist" starring Jamie Foxx
and Robert Downey Jr., a "60 minutes" profile and a foundation
focused on the benefits of the arts
to mental health treatment.
In 2005, Lopez befriended him,
eventually helped him out of homelessness and continues to report
on Ayers in his column.
In a recent column, Lopez announced that Ayers went into a
recording studio with two performers from the Los Angeles Philharmonic and Michael Balzary, the
bass player for the Red Hot Chili Peppers.
The resulting CD should be released in several weeks and will
be titled, "Putting on Ayers."

·.,
.

- LELY LAURENTUS,
a Haitian man, who
gave his daughters to
one of the 10 missionaries charged with
illegally transporting
Haitian children to the
U.S. without proper
documentation.

Each issue, this section will feature the Bison editorial
staff's favorite Tweets from users on campus. To submit yours, just add #MyBison to your Twitter updates.

- DREW PETERSON,
charged with murdering his third wife, holding up his handcuffs
in one of his many
publicly flippant comments, drawing media
attention.

· "Rich people
spend a lot
more money
on their own
problems,
like baldness,
than they do
to fight

malaria. "
- BILL GATES, mocking Italian PM Silvio
Berlusconi for slashing
the country's foreign
aid in half, and saying
Berlusconi prefers to
spend on hair transplants over health aid.

loved praying in Shores chapel today. It's so peaceful & I felt connect ed t o everyone on campus. Isn't God awesome? - livinggypsy

.,_~

At a state university I'd be afraid that if I left my laundry t oo long, The HU version of t he walk of shame is walking into t he caf at
· noon on Sunday wearing shorts- Jon Maxwell - Amyli110
it'd get stolen. At Harding, it gets folded! :) Thanks!
-ejtotheworld
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Preparing to weather the storms
Course teaches how to spot, report dangerous weather
by TIFFANY JONES
student writer
Harding University will
host a Storm Spotters course,
a certification program for
weather watchers put on by
the National Weather Service,
Tuesday, Feb. 9.
The Storm Spotters course
is an educational tool used
to teach students how to
determine severe weather
and where to report it. The
National Weather Service
can identify what should be
happening based on radar,
atmospheric conditions, and

history. However, they cannot see what is happening on
the ground.
"In times ofsevere weather,
counties will spread out police
officers, but they can't be everywhere, especially in White
County which is one of the
largest counties in Arkansas,"
Deputy Director ofTraining
and Support Wayne Westerholm said.
"This course provides a
great opportunity for people
who aren't familiar with the
severe weather in this area
to come and learn about it
and know when to worry

and when not to worry,"
Westerholm said.
The course is taught byJohn
Robinson, Warning Coordination Meteorologist for the
National Weather Service in
Arkansas. Robinson has been
recognized locally for his
work with the station and the
education he provides.
Storm Spotters is a free,
two-hour course open to the
public. It teaches what to look
for in severe weather and how
to report it correctly. Storm
Spotter reporting helps the
National Weather Service give
more accurate warnings.

After completing the
course, participants receive a
five-year certification from the
National Weather Service as
a Storm Spotter.
The course is offered in
February to provide proper
training before Arkansas'severe
weather season which normally
takes place in March and April.
The White County area is
prone to tornados, although
a tornado has not directly hit
Searcy in decades.
Storm Spotters will take
place in the Reynold's Center Recital hall at 7 p.m .,
Feb. 9.

Singles get chance to shine
before Valentine's Day
by ALEX MCCLAIN

university to find a spouse, according to

J.T. Hill, an organizer of the event.

student writer

"We looked at what makes Harding
unique and all the cliches like three
swings and a ring or the marriage
factory, and Valentine's Day kind of
encompassed all that and epitomized
what was goofy about the university,"
Hill said. "It's really just a chance to
make fun of ourselves."
There will be a mixer for the day on
the front lawn hosted by the Harding
Walking Society called "Walk for the
Cure of Singleness" and there will be
a speed-dating event in the cafeteria.
Also, on Singles' Awareness Day, people
will be asked to dress according to their
relationship status.
"If you're single you wear green, if
it's complicated you wear yellow and if
you're in a relationship you wear red.
And that's just kind ofanother fun thing
to do but we also feel like we'll kind of
get visual reminders" Hill said.
A ccording to the SA, those visual
reminders are just what they want.
Often, events on campus are announced
in chapel but lost in the shuffle of the
day. There will also be a department of
PDA Police going around on Singles'
Awareness Day blowing whistles, lit-

For years, people have joked that
Valentine's Day is really just "Singles'
Awareness Day. " Well, the Student
Association made it official. On Feb.
11, Harding's campus will celebrate
the faux holiday.
The SA said it has wanted to do a
campus-wide Valentine's Day celebration for a long time. They decided this
year to focus on the Singles' Awareness
Day joke because people in relationships
usually have plans for that day.
The Thursday before the holiday was
chosen because Valentine's Day falls on
a Sunday this year. Nathan Dullnig and
the other planners of the event thought
it would be easier to get people involved
on a day with classes.
"We want to create an atmosphere
where people can't avoid it," Dullnig
said. "There's a basketball game that
night so there will be something about
it there. There will be something about
it in the Caf. It will be all over the
student center."
Singles' Awareness Day is also an
opportunity for Harding to poke fun
at itself and its reputation for being a

REMEDIAL:

erally, on non-singles flaunting their
relationship status.
"We'll hopefully have something
for [the PDA police] to wear and we'll
give them a whistle and explain to them
what they're doing,"Dullnig said.
"The SA is really excited about
it, we're having fun with it so it'll be
a little easier to kind of rope people
in," Hill said. "We want to get people
emotionally involved."

SCHEDULE:
5:30 - Walk for the

Cure of Singleness
(Front Lawn)

(CAF)

7:30 - Basketball
Game (Rhodes)
10:00 - After-Party
{The Pit)

a degree.
"Remedial courses are important
and very much part of the mission at
H arding, because they allow students
with the potential for success at Harding
to develop necessary skills to achiev~
their potential," Spears said.
Jim Purcell, director of the Arkansas
Department of Higher Education,
said in an article in the Arkansas
D emocrat Gazette that the jump in
the remediation rate is partially due
to the number of first- time students
over the age of 25 who have been
forced by the economy to get more
education.
"We are retooling people from the
workforce," Purcell said. "And those

who are coming back aren't necessarily
ready for higher education yet."
Diana Julian, deputy commissioner
for the Arkansas Department of Education, said in the Arkansas Democrat
Gazette that this year's spike in the
remediation rate is just one year's
worth of data. The number could
have gone up because of an increase
in students tested or because weaker
students were tested. She added that
if the trend continues, then the cause
needs to be investigated.
Spears said the percentage of
students at Harding in remediation
classes has declined slightly over the
past few years because of normal
statistical variation. ,
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student writer
For weeks now, rumors
have been floating around
campus that Searcy
Cinema's $3 Tuesday
movie night had ceased
to exist. Though there
were nights when the
theater did not offer the
discount, $3 Tuesday movie
night will continue this
semester.
According to Matt
Smith, the owner ofSearcy
Cinema 8 and Harding
graduate, the movie theater
still offers the discount
depending on the movie
companies.
"Specials are seasonal,"
Smith said. "We have
several discounts, but it
depends on the distributor
of the movie."
Tuesday is still Family
Night according to the
theater's Web site, so
the $3 movie night will
continue as long as the
distribution companies
allow it.
The movie theater is
only able to offer discounts
on cer tain movies and
during select times of the
year. Distribution companies own the rights to the
movies, and they select
when and what movies
can be discounted.
There are times of the
yearwhen movie companies

do not allow discounts
on movies for financial
reasons. Searcy Cinema 8
has to follow the guidelines
set by the companies,
and, consequently, some
movies are unable to be
discounted.
During the summer
months and Christmas
holiday there are no movies
discounts. Currently at the
local movie theater, the
movies are still holiday
movies.
Searcy Cinema 8 has
recently invested $1 million
for renovations incluffing a
Dolby Digital 3D projection system and upgraded
DTS sound system in all
of the theaters. The 3D
screen was unveiled last
semester with'1\ Christmas
Carol" and is currently
playing ''Avatar."
Improvements have
also been added to the
outside of the theater
including a new sign and
lighted movie posters. In
the lobby there are new
plasma televisions with
previews of upcoming
movies. The restrooms
have also been refurbished
and several theaters boast
new high back seats.
Searcy Cinema 8 also
plans on transitioning all
of the theaters to stadium
seating by December. $3
movie night will continue
during renovations.

TENTS:

Students will camp
for Haiti, rain or shine

continued from page
la
For the next few hours the
front lawn will be abuzz
with live bands and glowin-the-dark capture the flag.
The festivities will finally die
down at 12:30 a.m., and at
12:45 all campers will need
to be signed in and accounted
for. After what Kyle called
"tent camp curfew" the
students are InTents until
the sun comes up.
But the night will be far
from over. Jimmy Huff, a
professor with personal connections to Haiti, will lead
a front lawn devotional at
1 a.m., followed by a pizza
party with pizzas donated
by local restaurants. Games
and fellowship will continue
throughout the night, though
dedicated stations will be
set up for students to pray.
Of course, there is also the
option of going to sleep.
"It's basically a Harding
University lock-in on the
front lawn," Kyle said.
When the sun comes up
Aramark will have breakfast
ready for the campers, and
Kyle hinted at donations
from local donut shops. ·
With the front lawn
temporarily transformed into
a co-ed, albeit chaperoned,
campground, InTents will
be "a unique experience
that you're probably never
ever going to have again at
Harding," Kyle said. True to
its name, the event will also
be an experience for students
unaccustomed to camping
in wet, cold weather. The
overnight low for tonight
is forecast at 35 degrees,
with an 80 percent chance
of rain.
"We're not going to play
it up to try and discourage
people, but the event is to
not be as comfortable as
possible," Vanderburg said.
He said h e hoped camping
in the rough weather would

show solidarity with displaced
Haitians.
"We are comfortable
A mericans. We spend one
night out in the cold, an d
we've got a warm room to
go back to," he said. "Haiti
is not in a cold situation .. .
but they are exposed to the
elements."
Kyl e agreed and said
that the minor hardships
faced by the campers should
help put Haiti's plight into
perspective.
"How hypocritical would
it be if a little rain shows up
or a little cold shows up, and
we're like, 'No, we can't do
this. Hold off.'They're going
through worse," she said. "If
I need a tent for this, how
much more do they need
a tent?"
After InTents, Vanderburg
said he hoped more opportunities to raise money for
Haiti would arrive. Harding's
connections in Haiti allow it
to move aid to affected areas
much faster than traditional
relief organizations have
been able to, and Vanderburg
said he wants to continue
using those connections to
shelter Haitians affected by
the quake.
"The stereotypical Christian service is to pray about
something, and a lot of
people pray about something
in their comfortable, warm
rooms," he said. "We prayed
·for an opportunity to help
these people .. . I'm proud to
be a part of a student body
that is modeling smart and
heart-filled service."
The Kimbia pages for
InTents participants will
be active for the rest of the
weekend. After· that, donations can still be made at
www.tentsandtarps.org. Kyle
said the Tents and Tarps
program will continue to
take donations, buy tents
and ship them to Haiti "until
there's no need."
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Program pushes students to reach potential

continued from page l a
in Arkansas. If students score below
19 out of 36 on the ACT, they need
remediation. At Harding, students need
to score below an 18 on the ACT to
be placed in the ADVANCE program,
Harding's leveling courses.
The University of Arkansas at
Fayetteville had the lowest remedia-'
tion rate in the state at 11.5 percent.
The University of Arkansas at Pine
Bluff had the higpest rate with 91.4
percent of students in remedial
classes. Harding's remediation rate
is 13 percent.
Remediation classes are taken to
bring the students' skill level up in a
specific area but do not count toward
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very academic who visits
the United Kingdom
feels compelled at some
point co quote George Bernard
Shaw's famous quip: "England
and America are two countries
divided by a common language."
During lase semester's stay in '
London I got quite an education
in how to speak British. Of
course, I already knew the
famous expressions. I knew
chat "minding the gap" might
save my life on the subway . . .
um, I mean, the underground.
I knew chat people stand in a
"queue" for theatre tickets. I
knew the British don't butter
their biscuits, but do put meat
in their pies. And I knew
that getting "knocked up" in
England was not nearly as bad
for your reputation as in the
U.S.
Unfortunately, I made
one faux-pas while visiting
some friends at their home. I
complimented them on their
attractive back "yard" and was
prompcly informed chat it was
not, in fact, a "yard" (which
indicates a paved area) but
rather, a "garden." I'm cold chat
C.S. Lewis used to have fun
with American visitors who
asked for the bathroom. He
took them to the bath, h anded
chem a towel and shampoo and
wished them well. This, by the
way, is how the British amuse
themselves.
So _as a service for any
Yanks who may be traveling to
England, let me sort out two
crucial bits of vocabulary chat
m ay be of help. If you did not
know a word of either British or
American English, you could gee
by for years in the UK on only
two words.
The fir-st is " brilliant," an allpurpose expression of approval
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" I'm told that CS. Lewis
used to have fun with
American visitors who
asked for the bathroom.
He took them to the
bath, handed them a
towel and shampoo
and wished them well.
This by the way, is
how the British amuse
themselves."
chat may be used in situations
both great and small. You can
use it to compliment someone
on having discovered a cure for
cancer or for gracefully sidestepping a puddle. Once when
I ordered a hamburger and
c~ips at McDonald's, c~e clerk
said, "brilliant." The linguistic
equivalent of grade inflation,
"brilliant" helps the British
maintain chat general positive
atmosphere of congratulation,
which explains why over seven
million people h ave moved to
London. Everyone likes to feel
smart. An equally overused
variant is the term "well done,"
which is usually followed by
raised glasses of ale and cheers
all around.
And now for some irony. The
second word chat will keep you
afloat across che pond is "sorry."
The British are a hardy bunch,
having survived the plague, the
Great Fire, trench warfare, the
Blitz, mad cow disease and the
break-up of the Spice Girls. Yee
che men and women of the U.K.

remain terrified by the thought
chat somewhere, somehow, they
might be standing in someone
else's way. Or they are mortified
about saying the wrong thing.
While the average American
mostly fears death and
dismemberment, the average
Englishman dreads asking
someone how her mother is,
only to learn that the mother
in question died nine years ago.
As a result, visitors in Britain
quickly learn to be deferential
and apologetic at all times and
to say "sorry" as a reflex. It
actually makes for a wonderfully
police way of getting on, and it
also serves to check che egos of .
chose who have been cold over
and over that they are brilliant.
These two words in fact
help visitors co understand
the complicated mindset of
the British. On the one hand,
Britain is a source of much chat
is glorious in Western culture:
Stonehenge, Shakespeare, Jane
Austen, Big Ben, the Beatles.
Brilliant: Bue on the ocher hand·,
the British are awfully clumsy
with fires, make bland food
and have hideous teeth. Plus
the whole Austin Powers thing.
Sorry. It is the mix of plum
self-satisfaction and awkward
embarrassment ch at balances
the language on the twin pillars
of "brilliant" and "sorry." So
just remember chat in the U.K.,
love always means having to say
you're sorry. Bue for chose times
when you need to apologize,
be sure co carry some sweets in
the boot of your lorry. Just tick
chat off your list, Love, and then
you'll be brilliant.

DR. MICHAEL CLAXTON is
a guest contributor for The
Bison. he may be contacted at
mclaxtol @harding.edu

Praise For One Big Chapel

A

s a freshman, everything
I experience at H arding
is new to me. I don't
know what campus life was like
h ere before last semester, but
in the near future, it could be
different for all of us.
On Monday, Jan. 25, Dr.
David Burks announced a few
big changes Harding's campus
will be undergoing in the n ext
five years. T he reactions of
students were noted in the
chapel service when these
announcem ents were made, and
the proposed changes seems co
be a change for the better.
This summer, the freshman
women's dorm, Sears, will be
completely renovated. I live in
Cathcart, and every time I visit
friends in Sears, I am reminded
to count my blessings {arid
check my air vents for mold).
Of all the dorms on campus
chat need a makeover, Sears
is definitely the top choice,
followed by the m en's hall Allen.
Built in 1989, Allen has been
put through a lot in che past
2 1 years (even more since the
Knights moved in) .
Another ch ange presented
was a single chapel during the
fall semester. Personally, I am
very excited about being a ble
co have one chapel year round.
Not only will the sin ging sound
better, but h aving all of the
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"The most logical place
for these new seats to
occupy is the break
between the front and
back sections on the first
floor. But wouldn't that
just make getting to my
chicken biscuit more
difficult and tedious? "
students worshipping God at
once simply stares my day off
better (although I do h ave to
wait longer to gee my chicken
biscuit). M any of you may be
asking "How are we going co flt
all of the students in che Benson
first sem ester?" W ell, we add
more seats.
Approximately 180 new
seats will be constructed for
the overflow of students. T he
question I find myself asking,
is "Where are they going co
go ?!" T he most logical place for
these n ew seats to occupy is the
break between the front and
back sections on the first floor.
But wouldn't chat just make
getting co my ch icken biscuit

Joke of the Day

Loop

Sacked for
a loss

T

- STEVE JOBS,
Apple CEO, Apple CEO, attacking
Google at a meeting a few days after
unveiling the iPad; he says Google is
trying to take over the phone business in
addition to online search

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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more difficult and tedious? Let's
hope they find another place to
squeeze chem in!
Also due for a facelift is the
Mabee Business building. A new
lobby and extension is scheduled
for construction, which will not
only add more classrooms, but
will also give students a n ew
place co scudy (or play board
games) .
Along with the record
number of n ew students
predicted co enroll at HU next
fall, plenty of new vehicles
will be arriving on campus as
well. As of right now, finding a
parking space even semi-close
to your hall is a difficult task.
But add in a few thousand more
cars into the equation, and the
spaces m ay have their own blac~
market. Better find some more
room soon!
Overall, the scheduled
ch anges sound fantastic and will
hopefully improve life here on
campus. Although we may not
see some of chem while we're
attending H arding, I'm glad that
I attend a school chat makes sure
chat its students are h appy with
their surroundings.

JENNA SAMPSON is a guest
contributor for The Bison. She
may be contacted at jsampson@
harding.edu.
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Q: What did the Atlantic say when the Pacific asked it out on a date?
A: "Shore"

im Tebow almost had it.
He worked hard during his
time at Florida, as did the
people around him working to keep
his public image polished. He was
a standout quarterback who led his
team against defensive linemen and
cameramen, a shining example on
and off the field to all the little boys
dreaming of traditional all-American
greatness.
I don't actually know chat much
about Tebow. Ask Chris O'Dell, or
any of my roommates, if you want
to have a conversation about the
outgoing Florida quarterback. What
I have gleaned from hearing about
him is that he ended his college
career at a high point publicicywise. Tebow almost had that perfect
romantic exit, the incorruptible
hero riding off into the sunset,
into legend. All he had to do was
graduate quietly.
But Tebow is back in the
spotlight, and this time it's burning
him a little. He recently lent his star
power and his story co Focus on
the Family, the Christian advocacy
group founded by James Dobson.
Together, with a couple million
dollars between them, they've made
an anti-abortion ad to be aired
during the Super Bowl on Sunday.
It's the biggest game of the year,
with two great teams and millions
ofviewers tuning in, and Tebow is
going to overshadow all of it in 30
seconds. He's going co force every
football fan in America to put down
their giant foam fingers and ask
themselves, "How do I really feel
about Roe v. Wade?" So much for
walking off into the sunset.
My own views on the matter
are private, but I respect Tebow
for having the guts to fu.ce down
the enormous amount of flak
chat he must know is coming his
way. Planned Parenthood already
released a counter-ad that implies,
rather sneakily, that Tebow and his
cause are on the wrong side of the
fight for women's rights. It's only a
matter of time before the floodgates
of gay and aggressively pro-choice
bloggers open and Tebow's name
and career are chained co the idea of
conservative Christian bigotry.
Basically, this isn't going co
end well for Tlm. An ad decrying
abortion during the Super Bowl isn'.t
going co win anyone any points,
and CBS had the right idea for so
many years by rejecting all advocacy
commercials during the big game.
Planned Parenthood might come
out on top of this, but only because
Focus on the Family threw the first
punch. The fight between pro-life
and pro-choice is a deeply personal
one, not one chat can be won with
.weapons of m ass media.
I have co wonder ifDobson
knows this, if he cares or ifTebow's
sacrif!ce is just a means to an elusive
end. There's no question ofTebow's
motivation; he's been celling the
story of his near-aborted birch
for a good while now. That's his
gospel. Bue I'm skeptical by defuulc
of special interest groups, even
(especially) the ones claiming co
represent my views. Focus on the
Family is just like any other lobby:
they promote their worldview at
the expense of their d_ecraccors'.
Don't write them a black check just
because you agree with them on a
highly polarizing issue.
I would love to chink chat both
Focus on the Family and Planned
Parenthood act as they do purely
out of concern for their fellow men
and women. I would love to put
my skepticism aside and embrace
the Super Bowl as a forum for free
speech. Bue I smell rats, and I see
two policy-hungry groups upping
the ante in their battle for the public
opinion. In the middle of it all is
a good football player with a good
heart and a story I wouldn't mind
hearing if it weren't part of an ad
campaign. Tebow, good luck out
there. You'll need it.

BLAKE MATHEWS serves
as the editor-in-chief for the
2009-2010 Bison. He may
be contacted at bmathews@
hardi ng.edu.
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Morning

On Facebook

Commute

and Weakness

I

first encountered the word
"doppelganger" in the 6th
grade, when my best and
only friend Jonathan would ralk
about a villainous character that he
called "Double Ganger" in a Sega
Genesis game he owned. "Double
Ganger" was Spider-Man with
six arms, possibly derived from
the Spider-Man cartoon's version
of The Clone Saga, and his extra
appendages were all that made him
special.
I don't remember exactly what
made the poor freak a "bad guy,"
but something else truly villainous
is afoot today; as thousands of
scuctling crabs on the sewagesoaked compost heap of Facebook
are snatching copyrighted images
of celebrities and placing them as
their profile pictures.
Some people benefit from a
few minutes of feeling clever when
they place a picture of Elmo or Sir
Lawrence Olivier, and some people
place pictures of Blake Lively or
Rachel McAdams co profess their
vanity to the masses. I hypothesize
that most people have done this
just because it is, like all things of
its kind, a cheap thrill for people
who spend coo much time online
and will someday be eating whole
brownies full of antidepressants.
(Psychologists at the University
of Leeds in England have said
recently that long hours of internet
use may lead to depression.)
Is this something I care deeply
about? Noc really. In fact I don't
really care at all, but why should
all the columns on the opinion
page be about some kind of cause
or sermon chat has been rehashed
a trillion times and will continue
to be rehashed with no actual
progress until the heat death of the
universe?
The internet is still anarchic
enough char Facebook will
probably do nothing about
the nefarious purloining of
copyrighted images (if it is even
illegal; I'm still not quite sure), and
if you believe the law is ridiculous,
then I guess everything remains
justified for you as long as things
stay loosely regulated, but take a
step back. '
Everyone who uses Facebook
should stop and ask themselves,
"Just how much of my Facebook
u_sage amounts to a pathetic cry for
help?"
Celebrities' faces are nothing
but more electron gun flashes
- splotches of color sometimes
expensively modified to look good
on HD television - and the faces
on Facebook are all representations
of the same wretched meat soup.
No celebrity has a legacy that ,
will completely or even partially
withstand the irresistible force
of cultural erosion, yet how
often do we rely on comparisons
to celebrities for psychological
validation? Do we rely on them
as often as we rely on quizzes to
determine which Harry Potter
character we should date, or what
Dr. Phil would say about our
choice of pet?
All day today, I was Marty
Feldman's character "Eye-gor"
from Mel Brooks' fantastic "Young
Frankenstein." I thought it was
hilarious. "Crackerjack!" I said to
myself, "I'll bet all my friends and
neighbors will have a good chortle
at this!"
But they didn'r, and neither
did I. I found the picture amusing
for all of five seconds and then
logged out ofFacebook. Later on,
I changed it to a drawing of Zhao
Yun.
Zhao Yun was a Chinese
general who lived sometime in the
third century. He is celebrated in
literature and song, but no <;me can
say what the real man was like. I
like his picture. I like his character
as it's portrayed in the Romance
of the Three Kingdoms. Am I
still crying for help by posting his
image?
Ooh! I should have placed a pie
of a velociraptor!.
DENNIS M CCARTY is a guest
contributor for The Bison. He
may be contacted at
dnmccarty@ harding.edu
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Grammy Whammy
nd the Grammy for Album
of the year goes to : .. Taylor
wift.
Great, the Grammys ha~
officially turned into the dumps.
Taylor Swift gets awards she doesn't
deserve while other performers get
passed over.
Taykir Swift can thank one
man for all her wins at awards
shows these days and chat man is
named Kanye West.
IfKanye West did not run
up on stage to humiliate Taylor at
the MTV Video Music Awards,
peopk would not see her as some
sweet girl-next-door who tells her
"life problems" through poetry
accompanied by piano or guicar.
Now don't get me wrong, I do
like me some Taylor Swift music,
but the awards shows these days are
making it seem she is some musical
genius or that her music somehow
inspires us~
At best, her music is a little
above average. Taylor needs to take
a few notes from other performers
like Pink.
Pink performed at the
awards show in Los Angeles and
Pink had rhe besr perfor1!1ance

W:

o still remembers
what they wanted to
e when they grew up?
_For most of you males out there,
it was something along the lines
of a fireman, a policeman or a pro
wrestler. For those of you fortunate
enough co have younger siblings,
you were able to work on your
wrestling moves fairly often (until
they cold on you).
For the girls, I'd imagine it
was along the lines of a teacher, a
doctor or a Disney/Barbie princess.
For some of you, you still dream of
being a princess.
As we got older, our sights
probably turned to more
glamorous, high-paying jobs. What
guy hasn't dreamed of being a
professional athlete? And what girl
hasn't dreamed of one day being an
actress?
The possibility of a life of
riches and fame, the ability to buy
whatever you want whenever you
want it and the lack of hard labor
·make these jobs appealing i:o a large
number of people. Today, however,
I'd like to tell you about a position

LARELL REYNOLDS
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of the night. Pink is one of those
artists who have been constantly
good bur never received credit
for her hard work. But let me cell
you, when Pink started singing in
a robe that was made for a nun,
then striped to some striped fabric
laced with "diamonds," I was
shocked.
Then we saw home girl fly into
the air while singing live, getting
drenched with water. I was on the
edge of my seat because at anytime
our lovely Pink could have fallen
into the sea of audience members.
During this performance you
would think Pink joined Celine
Dion in the Cirque du Soleil tour
with all the acrobatic maneuvers
she pulled off. Pink's performance
was, in one word, stunning. Now
speaking abouc Celine Dion,
she, Carrie Underwood, Usher,
Smokey Robinson and Jennifer
Hudson performed a heartfelt
tribuce to che !are Michael

Jackson. The performance would
have been spectacular if CBS did
not telecast the performance in
3D. Really? 30?
Because I have my 3D glasses
on hand for moments like this. I
was coo distracted by the outline
of blue and red to get emotionally
attached to the song, which was
the "Earth Song" released in 1995.
Later in the show, Michael
Jackson's two eldest children gave
a blessing on his father which
was supposed co be endearing.
However, it felt rehearsed, scripted
and almost unbearable to watch.
The Grammys started with a
bizarre performance from Lady
Gaga singing "Poker Face" while
che stage was fashioned into the
"fame machine." Later in the
performance Gaga gets thrown
into the "fame machine" and out
comes Elton John ar Piano singing
"Speechless" with Gaga counter
siding with "ashes" on their faces
topped with specked out Gaga
sunglasses. This performance really
did make everyone speechless
because withouc all the gimmicks,
sequin and glitter, Lady Gaga does
have talent.

However, the real "scar" of
the night goes to Beyonce for
winning six trophies, a record for
any female performer. However,
Beyonce's performance ac the
award show was beyond ridiculous.
Beyonce entered the stage with
an army of SWAT to basically do
nothing while she sings "If I were
a Boy" and if you think that was
enough, Beyonce starts shaking her
weave all across the stage, accing
like it's her real hair.
Yes Beyonce, we know LaQuisha from Weave-R-US does
a real good job on your hair for
che Grammys, but it does nor give
any excuse for you to shake that
weave-tascic hair all around while
you crawl on the stage. Beyonce,
you are officially class-less. Please
keep all dance movement co your
music videos. As this year at the
Grammys came to an end, we can
look forward to the domination of
Susan Boyle at next year's awards
and hopefully less Taylor Swift.
LARELL REYNOLDS is a guest
contributor for The Bison. he
may be contacted at lreynold@
harding.edu
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char you've probably never thought
of as being desirable, but this will
probably change your mind.
Ifl cold you about a job that
required no physical labor, very few
days at the office, an exceptional
benefits package and was open to
any age, gender or color, would
you be interested? You're in luck,
because such a job actually exists.
It's called being a Congressman (or
woman, of course). How about
a quick rundown of some of the
more impressive benefits of this
job?
First, if you ever need to fly
anywhere - and you will, believe
me - you don't have to deal with
normal airlines. Oh no, you're
far too important for that. Delta,
American, Jet Blue, these are all
things of the past for you. Instead,
you gee to use the Air Force as your
own private airline. Never again

will you have to worry about crying
babies or terrible in-flight movies.
Second, you gee to go to
conferences all over the world
where all you have to do is sit there
and let your ass~tants take notes
for you. After all, who doesn't love
to travel?
Third, ifyou ever think you
aren't making enough. money
(and who doesn't), you can
do something about it - you
can vote. Talk to a couple of
your closest pals, take a voce,
and all of a sudden your salary
increases$ I0,000 a year. Add the
fact that over the past 14 years, the
average number of days spent in
session has been 148 - that's less
than half of a year. Not bad, huh?
Here's the kicker. The best
part of this job is that you never
have to leave. That's right, all you
have to do is win a popularity
contest every few years and you get
to keep doing this until you have
enough money to buy your own
island. The President only gets 8
years if he's lucky, and he has to
make all the hard decisions. You?

You can scay as long as you want,
and you don't even have to vote.
What could possibly be better?
You can see now why I'm going
to pursue.this as a career. I'm scill
going to go to school, because
intelligence is usually appreciated
- although not required- and a
college diploma will look nice on
the wall of my office. While all of
you are working at your nine to five
jobs, I'll be relaxing at home. You
all will be paying truces that help
pay for my lifestyle.
The more I think about this,
the more my early dreams of a
career in professional sports or
movies seem foolish. You don't have
to be fit, young or good-looking
(although that can't hurt). All
you need is a nice suit and a firm
handshake. I've made my mind up:
When I grow up, I'm going to be a
member of Congress. My mommy
would be so proud.
GRANT HARRIS is a guest
contributor for The Bison. he
may be contacted at gtharris3@
gmail.com

Diamonds Are Forever: Pass Them On

S

urprisingly, this wedding
column is aimed more
pointedly at men, who are
the ultimate ring-bearers when
a relationship becomes serious.
You see, when a man hopes to
merge his life with his girlfriend's,
he scouts a local jewelry store,
to find a suitable diamond.
However, in my humble opinion,
such guys should first visit an
even more local source for jewels:
cheir families. Impressive family
heirlooms with a story to tell
may await them- gems char can
be reused, ever an eco-friendly
option.
My fiance Dan did just this,
and I'm all the more thankful
for his thoughtfulness. My
engagement diamond came from
his grandmother's ring, a diamond
that her husband-to-be saved
up for while he fought in World
War II. For four years they were
separated physically, yet chey held
on to hope that a future together

SAM HOLSCHBACH
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awaited them. Now I'm reminded
of their powerful bond and the
love between Dan and I whenever
I look at my ring.
Additionally, smaller diamonds
from my future mother-in-law
encircle the engagemenc diamond,
yet another treasure that bears a
link to my new family. All of the
diamonds are encased in a modern
setting that I picked out from
Mary Healy's Fine Jewelry in Little
Rock, so essentially the jewels have
been recycled in a custom-made
ring.
Additionally, my and Dan's
wedding _bands will be his
maternal grandparents' set,
practically unaltered. Sure,
Dan's ring IT' ~" i.. ~..o
ho
M

adjusted a bit, but my ring- his
grandmother's-fits perfectly as is.
Our family history will be as near
as our fingertips.
I should mention that Dan
didn't pay a cent for h.is family
gems, though the customized
engagement setcing did cost a
pretty penny, I'm sure. Thus, a
thrifty alternative is for the man
to present his prospective wife
with an original family heirloom
ring if it's nice enough, perhaps
wich the option of customizing
ir as she sees fie lacer on whether
with an engraved engagement
dace/wedding date/initials inside
the band, extra gems, etc. And
don't chink you're limited to
diamonds- I know someone
who received an original family
heirloom engagement ring
adorned wich a breathtaking ruby. ·
In fact, some brides would
prefer to receive a ruby or sapphire
as an alternative to diamonds,
-·'· · -h are sometimes mined

illegally or worse, used by rebel
·groups to fund conflicts that cost
thousands of lives. Even today,
child labor is used to polish
diamonds in India. Thus, to ensure
that diamonds are "conflict-free"
and ethically processed, couples
that don't have family heirloom
rings can purchase diamonds
from retailers like BrilliantEarrh,
based out of Canada. Examining
a retailer's policy on conflict
diamonds and requesting a
conflict-free diamonds guarantee
are che best means of buying a
socially responsible ring.
On the whole, reusing family
jewels is a great way to include
older family ties into a couple's
enormous commitment, with an
added bonus of boosting one's
waller and the environment.
SAM rlOLSCHBACH serves
as the managing editor for The
Bison. She may be contacted at
sho lschb@harding.edu
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One
Harding University was one
of the many schools in the
state to respond promptly to
the winter storm by offically
canceling all classes on Friday.
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Photo by MARYCAITLIN TANKSLEY I The Bison
Students hastily sled down the Benson Auditorium's hill using student center trays.
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Photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
Passing by the Olen Hendrix building, students add their tracks to the fallen snow.

Photo by KYLIE AIKINS I The Bison
A decorative snowman keeps the ladies of Shores donn company.

\

Photo by BLAKE MATHEWS I The Bison
Nursing students dressed a snowman outside
the Olen Hendrix Building.

Photo by NOAH DARNELL
As the snow begins to fall on Friday morning, a student returns from breakfast.

Photo by NICK MICHAEL
Junior Kelsey Sherrod poses for a wintry portrait on a bridge in Judsonia.
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Bisons to rely on defense, transfers in 2010
by STEPHANIE GREGORY
student writer
The Harding Bison baseball team enters 2010
coming off of back-to-back GSC postseason
appearances for the first time in school history.
Despite losing a few top sluggers from a team
that hit over .300 collectively, the Bisons are
projected to finish fourth in the Gulf South
Conference West Division, which would once
again send them to the conference tournament
in Millington, Tenn. Harding will have to get
there using different methods than in 2009,
however. The Bisons will look to an improved
defense and a solid pitching staff to lift them
through the season. .
"This is the best defense I've put on the
field," head coach Patrick McGaha said.
The Harding infield will be anchored by
All-America honorable mention third baseman Chase Presley along with Heath Boyd
and Charles Bradley up the middle.
"Boyd and Bradley can put together a
great double play," McGaha said.
The ability to do so has come by no accident.
"Defensively, we have been working on
communication with each other and making
the routine plays as a fielder," sophomore
shortstop Heath Boyd said. "I've been taking
extra ground balls and turning double plays
with (Bradley)."
The improved defense will back up a
pitching staff that boasts the Bisons' other

Photo by CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Senior pitcher Troy Keith throws a pitch during a game at Jerry Moore Field last
season. Keith is one of several starters in an improved rotation for the Bisons.

honorable mention All-America selection.
Sophomore pitcher Kyle Cline will anchor
the staff and be an important asset in the
weekend conference series. Harding will have
to turn to the rest oftheir staffto replace senior
pitcher Brodie Brumley, who, although being
named honorable mention All-American,
will miss 2010 after surgery.
McGaha will look to a handful of transfers

to fill voids such as those left by Brumley and
Darby. Headlining those transfers are Jason
and Patrick Nappi, brothers who transferred
from division one schools.Jason Nappi is a
senior catcher from Mississippi State who
will fill the spot left by long time starter Ryan
Moody. Patrick comes to Harding by way
of the University ofAlabama and will likely
take Brumley's spot in the rotation. Other

transfers include outfielders Clay West and
Adam Roberston.
Although Harding is projected fourth in
their division of the Gulf South Conference,
2010 will prove to be anything but easy. The
Bisons open their season in Texas visiting
perennial powerhouse Abilene Christian
University and will have to fight their way
through perhaps the toughest conference in
division two baseball.
"We're really going to get a tester out of
the gate," McGaha said.
While the Abilene series will be good for
the Bisons to gauge where they are, March
will be the true test. That month holds what
should be the three key series for Harding
this season, two on the road against Southern
Arkansas and Ouachita Baptist, and a home
series against Delta State.
"This year we as a team know that anybody
that we play we can beat," Boyd said. "We
need to win every series in conference play
and play every game likes it's our last."
Like any good team, Harding knows
that their home crowd will dictate much .o f
their success.
"We love to have as much fan support as
we can when we play the nice weather games
out here," McGaha said. "Our team has been
working hard and would like the support."
The Bisons will host their first home
game Tuesday, Feb. 9, when they welcome
the University of North Alabama for a
double header.

A recent Rhodes .
Ro\Vdies revival
by KYLIE AKINS
assistant news editor
A passionate piece of Harding
University'i> tradition was retti.carnated last Saturday night when
over 1,500 students blacked out
the stands of the Rhodes Field
House for the men's basketball
game against Ouachita Baptist
University. Although attendance has
dwindled in recent years, a number
ofdedicated students have decided
this is the season the Rowdies will
come back in full force.
"I think sometimes when you
have something going for a long
time, sometimes it just needs to
rebirth itself," Jeff Morgan, head
coach of the men's basketball team,
said. "It came from some students
who really wanted to come in, make
a difference, have fun and get a lot
of people involved. I think because
of that, it was a good thing. It wasn't
like we were pulling teeth trying
to get people to come and have
a great time. I think this came of

something building from within.
That was huge."
The Rhodes Rowdies experience
that junior Brett Fielder remembers
from liis visit 1n seventh grade is a ~
packed gym of cheering students,
energy coming from every corner
of the stands.
"That was back when theywere
in their prime and everything,"
Fielder said. "And so, that's my
biggest memory of it: seeing it
when it was really good and right
when it had just started."
Fielder appealed to several social
clubs, especially pushing his own
club TNT, to join the effort to revive the Rowdies. He also created a
Facebookgroup to supplement the
word-of-mouth buzz he surrounded
the Saturday game with, which accrued over 450 members.
Junior Harrison Dell, also a
member ofTNT, said he had noticed
the diminishing enthusiasm in the
Photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
audience since he began attending
Rhodes Rowdies filled the Rhodes Fieldhouse Saturday, Jan. 30, for the Bison basketball game
Harding.
see ROWDIES page 2b against Ouachita Baptist University. Attendence at Harding games has resurged this season.

Super Bowl XLIV a toss-up with two equal teams
CHRIS O'DELL

The
Lead off

wth th<

·howdown in
Miami only days away,
Super Bowl XLIV is
the hot topic of the week. The
expected shootout between the
New Orleans Saints ahd the
Indianapolis Colts could be one of
the most exciting Super Bowls in
recent memory.
The game will feature two No. 1
seeds for the first time since 1993
when the Dallas Cowboys met the
Buffalo Bills. For whatever reason,
No. 1 seeds have had trouble
winning Super Bowls in the past
decade. The last top seed to win
the championship was in 2003
when the New England Patriots
defeated the Carolina Panthers.
However, this won't be the only
storyline to keep an eye on during
Super Bowl XLlV.
Peyton Manning, MVP of
the regular season, will be facing
the team he grew up watching.
In fact, Manning will be playing
against his father's former team,
which will be making its first
Super Bowi appearance in team

history. Manning's father, Archie,
is still regarded as one of the
Saints' top quarterbacks to ever
play the game.
Drew Brees and the Saints
come in with the league's No. 1
offense. Brees threw for a leaguehigh 34 touchdown passes to 10
different receivers in the regular
season. The quick-scoring attack
of the Saints will battle one of the
league's most dangerous possession
offenses. The duel between Brees
and Manning could ultimately go
down as one of the greatest quarterback matchups in Super Bowl
history. A few I would rank above
it are Terry Bradshaw vs. Roger
Staubach in Super Bowl XJII and
Joe Montana vs. Dan Marino in
Super Bowl XIX.
With Brees and Manning
under center, each team's defense
will have its hands full from
the time Carrie Underwood
gets done singing the National
Anthem until the stadium lights
are turned off.
The city of New Orleans will
finally get to see their Saints in
the league's ultimate game after
finishing 7-9 and 8-8 the past two
seasons.1his is the Saints' first
Super Bowl appearance after the
team ended its 43-year drought by
beating Brett Favre and the Minnesota Vikings 31-28 in overtime

during the NFC Championship
game Jan. 24. Residents of New
Orleans have spent the last few
years watching their city rebuild
after the destruction left from
Hurricane Katrina. Now, its
residents will get to watch their
team as a Super Bowl contender in
Miami this weekend.
Everyone knows these two
teams have two of the top passing
attacks in the NFL. This further
proves that the league has changed
from one that is geared toward defense and running the ball to one
that puts an emphasis on passing
the football.
The Colts could have started
this trend with their Super Bowl
win in 2006. With the Colts' vietory over the Bears, Indianapolis
became the first team to win the
title ranked outside the top 10 in
scoring defense since 1983. Both
teams win with their offense, not
their defense. So who has the
edge on the defensive side of the
ball?
I would take the Saints' defense
over the Colts' for the fact that
New Orleans can change any
game with its takeaway potential.
Saints defensive coordinator Greg
Williams has an in-your-face
coaching style that has given
the Saints' defense a swagger it
never had under previous defensive

coordinator Gary Gibbs. That is
probably because the Saints were
plus-11 this season in turnover ratio. That was good for third-best in
the NFL and a huge improvement
from the team's minus-4 ratio last
season.
New Orleans is plus-6 in
the turnover department this
postseason, making them capable
of changing the outcome of any
game it plays. The unit led the
NFL in defensive 'touchdowns
with eight and scored 141 points
this season after takeaways. Their
39 takeaways were second to
only the Green Bay Packers' 40,
and nearly double the 22 the
team had last season. Williams'
relentless emphasis on creating
turnovers has made the Saints'
defense one of the scarier ones to
go up against.
The Saints would also have
to get the edge in the running
game. Although neither team
will come out running on every
play, the Saints have more potential to break the game open with
a huge run. Running backs Pierre
Thomas, Mike Bell, Reggie Bush
and Lynell Hamilton have to
strike more fear into a defense
than Joseph Addai. The Saints
have shown more of a willingness
to have a balanced attack than
Indianapolis.

One factor to keep an eye on
is how Dwight Freeney's ankle
will hold up. The All-Pro pass
rusher is the heart and soul of
the Colts' defense. If Freeney
can't overcome the pain in his
ankle, the Saints could have
a field day against that Indianapolis pass defense. I mean, who
really thinks Raheem Brock will
have the same kind of impact as
Freeney?
Three years ago this week, in
the same city and stadium where
they'll face the Saints, the Colts
won their first championship
of the Peyton Manning era by
defeating the Bears 29-17. The
Colts come into Super Bowl
XLIV as the popular pick, dubbed
as four-point favorites over the
Saints. Although I feel this is truly
anyone's game, I see the Saints
as the four-point winners in this
one. I see Brees winning his first
championship by defeating Manning and the Colts 35-31. The city
of New Orleans will finally be able
to call their team champions.
CHRIS O'DELL
serves. as the sports editor for
the 2009-2010 Bison.
He may be contacted at
codell@harding.edu
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Bison Notes
Lady Bisons hit
the boards
information courtesy of HU
Sports Information

Lady Bisons grab 61
rebounds in win
Senior forward Stacey Owens
captured a double-double and ended

with 27 points and 11 rebounds as
the Harding women's basketball
team defeated Ouachita Baptist .
~aturday night in Gulf South
Conference action, 76-62. Harding
improves to 10-9 on the season and
3-4 in the GSC West Division.
The Lady Bisons grabbed a
staggering 61 rebounds in the
contest, tying for second most in
Harding history. It was the most
rebounds since joining the GSC

in 2000 and the most since 1994.
Sophomore guard Sierra Rollins
also captured a double-double,
with 14 points and 10 rebounds.
Six Lady Bisons had over five
rebounds in the contest.
Owens hit a layup with 43
seconds left in the first half to
give the Lady Bisons a three
point lead into the break. Harding kept building on their lead in
the second half and didn't allow

Ouachita Baptist (10-6, 1-6
GSC) to get any closer than nine.
Junior Bailey St. Clair was the
other Harding player in doublefigures, ending with 15 points
and nine rebounds. St. Clair was
7-of-8 from the free-throw line.
She also had four steals in the
game moving her season total
to 59, tying Laura Broadwater
(2004-05) for fourth place in
Harding history.
A'.Laeshia Adams led Ouachi-

ta Baptist with 27 points, hitting
9-of-10 from the free-throw line.
Gabby Coleman ended with 12
points for the Lady T igers. Beulah Osueke captured a doubledouble with ten points and ten
rebounds. ·
Harding dominated the paint
scoring 50 points to the Lady
Tigers 30. The Lady Bisons had 24
points off second chance opportunities and 19 fast break points.

ROWDIES: Students try to revive student section

#

•Scored 20 .p9f~ts'in the
Bison victory over Oua-

chita Baptist UtUVersity
• Hit 8-of-10 shots from
the field and went 2-2
at the free throw line to
dinch the Bison victory

CONTINUED from page 1b
"Progressively it became more cool to sit
down," Dell said. ''And that shouldn't be the
case. The cool thing to do is not to sit down;
the cool thing to do is to go nuts, and be a
big dog for the Bisons."
Dell, Fielder and Morgan all agreed that
the Rhodes Rowdies was never intended
to be an exclusive group but instead meant
to include the entire body of students who
attend the basketball games.
"I hope that it doesn't become some
exclusive thing where only certain people
are considered Rhodes Rowdies," Dell said.
"Because I just think that the basic common
denominator is that we're all here to go nuts
for the Bisons."
Fielder said he hoped this generation
of Rhodes Rowdies would add personality
and creativity to the traditions created by
the classes before. The game on Saturday
featured several old chants, the three-point
cheer and the classic ''Air ball" chant. One of
the newer, more creative elements at the game
included a white board maintained by Dell
and Fielder, with messages for the opposing
team. The board displayed notes like "O B
Who?" and a promise to meet an opponent
at Midnight Oil after the game following
his two air balls during the first hal£
At one point, the students began to
chant, "We want Burks!" to summon the
university president onto the court during
half time. David Burks came down from
the stands, ran through a tunnel of students
and then remained courtside for the rest of
the game.

The game ended in victory for the Bisons, 79-58. If the excitement was already
prominent coming into the game, it only
increased as the team kept the lead.
"I've always said there's really a strong
connection between what's going on on the
floor and what's happening up in the stands,
between our team and the teammates in the
stands," Morgan said. "That's why we have
always, as a basketball team, looked at everybody that came to the gym as a huge part
of our team and a part of our program. It's
very humbling to come out and the stands
are full, and people are having fun."
Morgan said he hopes to see more students
participate at the basketball games to come.
He said he recognizes the student body as
the team's "biggest support group." With
the Rowdies' attendance averaging over
2,000 since the Division-II Bisons joined
the NCAA, its strength of former years
has exceeded a third of Division-I teams'
attendance records. Of the top-ten singlegame attendance records in GSC basketball
history, Harding claims seven.
"Last Saturday night, the intensity was
probably the best we've had all year," Morgan said. "If people call it a revival, I'm all
for it. I just hope people want to come out
to the games because they feel like they're
a part. I feel basketball lends itself to that
because you're closer to the action. You're
almost right in the middle of it. There's so
much intimacy between what's going on on
the floor and in the stands, because you're
involved in the action. I think that's what's
fun about it."

National signing day chaos
JAMES BUCE

Guest
Sports
Column

W

ednesday, Feb. 4 marked a
traditional day in college sports:
National Signing Day. It is
the day when 17 and 18-year-old kids
get more media attention than deserved
for overhyped college decisions.
Recruiters, coaches, journalists and
loyal fans watch with baited breath as
the futures oftheir programs are decided
not on the field, but in February in high
school gyms across America.
National signing day has become
a spectacle giving good but unproven
athletes their undeserved 15-minutes
of fame. Sitting in front of media with
television cameras from ESPN-U, high
school seniors put on ball caps from
the programs they hope will ultimately
help them reach their goal of becoming
professional athletes.
·
National Signing Day is the first
day in recruiting when high school
athletes can sign a letter of intent to
play for a certain program. Before the
first Wednesday in February, athletes
can verbally commit to a program but
are unable to sign a letter of intent.
Although this is the day for athletes
from all sports, college football has essentially taken this day and made it the
NFL draft for college football.
The entire day is riddled with recruiter
commentaries about the intangibles of
a kid who, days earlier, was deciding
whether to.get an extra pudding cup
in the cafeteria line.
Coaches and recruiters have spent
the last year, if not more, following
these kids and pulling them toward
their programs hoping not to be
disappointed on National Signing
Day. No offer is safe because players
can verbally commit to a program but
change their mind at the last minute
with no repercussions.
Consider the football program for
the University ofTennessee; it had a
top-10 recruiting class counting on
verbal commitments. However, after

photo courtesy of Associated Press
Southern California football coach Lane Kiffin speaks about national signing day, Wednesday, Feb. 3, 2010, in Los Angeles. Kiffin and the USC Trojans had the No. 1 recruiting class in the country according to Rivals.com.
Lane Kiffin left, most of the players
backed out shortly after the coaching .
change.
College football is quickly becoming a sport whose main focus is
not the game but the personalities
involved. Coaches are the faces of
college football programs, but with
the attention given to the National
Signing Day, players are looking for
a way to become number one.
For many ofthe players being watched
on Wednesday, this will be their only
chance for national attention. Given
the struggles that come with college
life, program changes or failing to meet
the high expectations, many athletes
known today will not see time in college football.

Society has become so engrossed
in professional and college sports, it is
making superstars out of teenagers and
pressuring them to change and save
programs while encouraging showboating and big shot attitudes.

a

JAMES BUCE is guest sports columnist for the 2009-2010 Bison.
He may be contacted at jbuce@
harding.edu
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HU in Asia

If these walls could talk

by STEVEN CHANDLER
student writer
Dean of International
Programs Jeff Hopper announced a revamped Harding
University Australia (HUA),
which will now tour a more
significant portion of Asia
every other year beginning
in fall 2010. Revisions to the
program came at the request
of Dr. Burks, who advised last
year that Harding increase its
presence in Asia.
"This is actually a variation of the HUA program,"
Hopper said. "We're making
it HUA, Harding University
Australasia. Itwill move around
but likely use Singapore as
a base."
Fall semesters will toggle
between the newly designed
Asia program and the current
Australia program. For the
fall of even numbered years
it is planned that the trip
will primarily be focused in
Australia and New Zealand
with a small side trip to Indochina. In the fall of odd years
the trip is planned to entirely
take place in Asia. The Asia
program will visit countries
such as Thailand, Cambodia,
China and Vietnam.
"I'm encouraged by Dr.
Burks' decision to direct our
International Programs to
better reflect the way the world
actually looks," Hopper said.
"After we implement these
changes, our programs will
better address the actual balance ofpopulation and faiths
you find in the demographics
of the world."
This is not the first time
Harding will have been to
Asia. The current HUA (Harding University in Australia)
program offers a few stops in

photo by NOAH DARNELL I the Bison

by SARAH KYLE
news editor
After a tremendous response
during the 24/7 Prayer Week,
Harding officials have agreed to
permanently convert Shores Chapel
into a student prayer room.
Junior Jane Messina, who had an
active role in initiating and planning
2417 Prayer Week, said the event
itself was divinely inspired.
"It's a lot of prayers that people
have been praying for years and
years," Messina said. "It's a vision
for the campus that God had but
... my role in it was waiting for
him to say 'go."'
Messina said the event was geared
to make prayer an approachable
task for students who struggle to
connect.
"For a lot of students, 30 minutes

deep and legitimate," Messina said.
"They come in there, and they say
'Why can't we have this forev~r?"'
It was then, Messina said, that
she felt the call to make a prayer
room available to students at all
times.
"Within three or four days, it
Creator Of 24/7 Prayer was clear that everyone's vision
for it is to have it as something
permanent," Messina said.
of prayer is daunting," Messina
While the chapel would not
said. "We wanted to involve the be available the entire day, Messtudent body, involve the local sina said Shores Chapel will be a
churches."
safe place for students·to pray and
Messina said she and the commit- be prayed for- an answer to the
tee for 24/7 Prayer strove to create spiritual needs on campus.
a safe atmosphere for students to
"I.f s just perfect timing, it's God's
give their hearts to God in prayer, perfect timing for this to start," Mesand received overwheiming support sina said. "It really is an answered
from students that participated.
prayer for lots of people."
"We got over 1500 student
For more information, contact
testimonies, and they.were all really Jane Messina.

"It's just perfect timing,
it's God's p~rfect
timing for this to start.
It really is an answered
prayer for lots of
people."
Jane Messina

Counterfeit bill found .
so Connie brought me the
"It just didn't
bill and I agreed that it
feel right, so
didn't seem quite right,"
Douglass said.
Connie brought
Douglass contacted the
me the bi II, and
Searcy Police Department
I agreed."
and an officer was sent to
the Business Office. DouMolly Noble
glass said the officer took
Douglas
the bill with him back to
the department, and that
Director of the Business
was the last the business
Office
office had heard,
According to the Searcy
police, the bill in question
So far, this is the only
was sent to a counterfeit forged bill found on camunit of the Secret Service in pus, but there could be
Little Rock, as is required more. Students should be
with all alleged counterfeit wary of any bills that seem
money.
a bit off.

A counterfeit bill was
found in the Hardi~g
University Business Office
one Monday, Feb. 1. The
Searcy Police Department
was contacted to deal with
the situation.
Monday afternoon after
the closing, a counterfeit $20
bill was found in that day's
deposit by Connie May, the
vault cashier in the business
office. May took the bill to
Molly Noble Douglass, the
Director of the Business
Office.
"It just didn't feel right,
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by BLAKE MATHEWS
editor-in-chief
By Irish law, anyone
caught speaking ill of
religion or religious figures can be charged with
blasphemy and forced to
pay a hefty fine.
Much to the disappointment of secularists
the world over, this law is
not the stuff of European
history books. Ireland's
new anti-blasphemy law
went into effect on Jan. 1
of this year, but over the
past month few have come
to its defense.
The law, part of an
anti-defamation bill that
narrowly passed last summer, defines blasphemy as
publishing or proclaiming
"matter that is grossly abusive
or insulting in relation to
matters held sacred by any
religion, thereby causing
outrage among a substantial
number of the adherents
ofthat religion." Offenders
can be fined up to 25,000
euros, the equivalent of
$35,000.
Keeping a copy of any
blasphemous statement is
also illegal. The next section
of the bill grants Irish police
the authority to enter a
home, forcibly if necessary,
if they have "reasonable
grounds for believing" that
blasphemous statements
are stored therein.
Irish Justice Minister
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Even lf Vou'r·e
Younq and Heal ti\~,
Flu Can l'take You Si ek
Even though students are
generally strong and healthy,
there is a good chance that you
can catch the 2009 H1N1 flu
(sometimes called "swine flu")
and get seriously sick. That's
why the Arkansas Department
of Health is urging all students
to get the 2009 H1N1 vaccine
and the seasonal flu shot this
flu season.
The H1N1 vaccine is produced
the same way as seasonal flu
vaccines are m ade, and the
Health Department has given .
hundreds of thousands of flu
shots this season without a
single serious reaction. Since it
takes two weeks to build
immunity, it's important to get
vaccinated as soon as possible.

~Arkansas

~J.t{V Department
~v of Health
Keeping 'iiur Hometown Healthy

Asia for a few trips, however,
it was decided that a program
should be designed to focus
more specifically on Asia.
Survey trips, research and
dialogues with both faculty
and students who have experiences with Asia all went into
planning this program.
"We want the program to
reflect the balance of people,
races, religions and culture that
actually exists," Hopper said.
"This is the part of the world
where most ofthe people are,
so to know the world as it is,
we must have a familiarity
with this sector."
Pam Little the director
of the Australia program
since it started 14 years ago
in 1996, will also serve as the
director for the program's
Asia branch. She said she was
very excited and thankful to
Hopper for his work when
it was announced that the
program would be expanded
to include Asia. She has had
years oftravel experience with
the Australia program and
said she feels equipped to
take on managing the years
HUA will be in Asia.
"I am looking forward to
this fascinating part of the
world being opened up to the
students, and for them to see
life from a different perspective," Little said. "Travel is a
classroom without walls, and
promises innumerable surprises.
It will be a life-changing experience, and I feel sure the
students will return home with
a thirst to continue seeking
new horizons.
Participation in any of
the International Programs
teaches students more than
just textbook facts; it teaches
them about life and the global
community.

Irish citizens protest
blasphemy law

Bill sent to Little Rock Secret Service
by ALEX MCCLAIN
student writer
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Dermot Ahern introduced
the law as a necessary update
to a 1961 anti-defamation law that punished
blasphemers but did not
define blasphemy. In 1991
an Irish commission stated
that blasphemy laws were
unnecessary and should be
repealed, but Ahern successfully argued that the
Irish constitution "requires
that blasphemy must be
punishable by law."
The day the law became
enforceable, the group
Atheist Ireland released its
own list of25 blasphemous
statements on its Web
site. Quoted on the list
are noted biologist and
atheist Richard Dawkins;
Icelandic pop singer Bjork
and Pope Benedict XVI,
among others. The first two
blasphemous entries are
credited to Jesus Christ.
Atheist Ireland has spent
the last month spreading
· its list around the Internet,
rallying support for its effort to get any reference to
blasphemy removed from
the Irish constitution. The
free-press advocacy group
Reporters Without Borders
has joined their cause, arguing that the law could be
used to squash freedom of
expression in Ireland.
"(Blasphemy] is an opinion and, as such, should not
be subject to any judicial
sanction," the group said in
an official statement.
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Some religious scholars are also voicing their
concerns about the law.
David Wolpe, a rabbi at
the Sinai Temple in Los
Angeles, was quoted in the
Washington Post as saying
that government-enforced
respect for religion would
mark a return to the civil
and political abuses of the
medieval ages.
"If we have learned
anything about religion
in the thousands of years
of its operation, it is that
religion does its best work
away from the governmental
wheel,'' Wople said.
Dr. Monte Cox, dean of
Harding's College of Bible
and Religion, said he saw
the law as an attempt to
prevent violent reprisals
like the ones Denmark
saw in 2005, after a Danish cartoonist drew comics
criticizing and parodying
the Islamic prophet Mohammed.
"Europeans themselves
are struggling to define
what it means to be 'French'
and 'German' in nations
swelling with immigrants
of non-European descent,"
Cox said. "When even famously neutral Switzerland
bans the construction of
minarets, signature Islamic
architecture, you know this
is a problem."
So far, no blasphemyrela ted fines have been
reported by the media.
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And if you can't stand needles,
no worries. The H1N1 flu
vaccine comes in a nasal spray,
too.
So contact your school health
center to find out where to get
vaccinated.

For rnore information, visit www.healthyarkansas.com
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Luigi offers authentic,
affordable I tali an cuisine
by STEVEN CHANDLER
student writer
Italians owning an Italian
restaurant; it just makes sense,"
junior Kayla Maynard said.
The common question,
"Where should we go to
eat?" just got a little harder
here in Searcy. Luigi Italian
Restaurant, located at 130
North Poplar St, opened Dec.
10 to help satisfy Searcy's Italian food cravings. For many,
having an Italian restaurant
back in Searcy is like a dream
come true.
"I was excited," junior
Monique Jacques said when
she heard that Searcy finally
got an Italian restaurant. "I
went to Roma's a few times
my freshman year, but after it
closed we had to go to Little
Rock for Italian."
Luigi Italian Restaurant
was set up by people who
know what they are doing,
according to Kenzie Brewer,

sophomore and waitress at
Luigi. Italians who are also
experienced in the restaurant
business opened it. They
provide good food at reasonable prices in an enjoyable
atmosphere, a statement that
many Harding students can
give testament to.
"As far as the food I'd also
say it is authentic, and it is
good," Brewer said. "Luigi,
the guy that owns it, is actually back there himself every
single day making it."
"The stromboli was my
favorite," Maynard said.
"The handmade dough, fresh
ingredients and handmade
marinara were extremely
tasteful."
As an Italian restaurant
it serves the usual Italian
food, Brewer says, such as
pastas, pizzas, bread and so
on. Maynard urges others
to try the restaurant. She
ate there three times in a
period of five days; she said

it's that good.
As a waitress at Luigi
Italian Restaurant, Brewer
believes the prices are very
reasonable, which has encouraged people to return
for more and expand their
customer base. However,
it is not just the food, nor
is it the prices that make
Luigi such an enjoyable
experience: it is the whole
package, the atmosphere. The
owners have tried to create a
pleasant dining atmosphere
where they interact with
their customers, making for
a unique and personal eating
experience.
"Everyone likes the excitement that there are real
Italians there," Brewer said.
"They all have heavy accents,
and they will come out and
talk to you."
"Service has been axcellent," Maynard said. "The
manager often brings the
food out to you. He walks

6

around filling drinks, brings
new bread to your table and
even asks what can be improved on the dishes."
Jacques, a former HUF
student, noted that Luigi
Restaurant helps with her
Italy withdrawals but at the
same time makes her miss
it even more.
"I think everyone should
at least go try Luigi's out;
it would be a shame if they
closed and we again had
no Italian food in Searcy,"
Jacques said. "The owners
are always out checking on
tables and they will speak to
you in Italian if you know a
little; that really will bring
you HUFers back."
So, whether you are a
former HUF student wanting to reminisce about Italy,
an Italian food connoisseur
or just someone wanting to
try a new restaurant in town,
give Luigi Italian Restaurant
a shot.

It has been a long two
years, two months and six
days for fans of"Mass Effect,"
the groundbreaking sci-fi
video game from Bioware
and Electronic Arts. That
was what thousands ofXbox
360 owners were thinking at
midnight Tuesday, Jan. 26,
when Mass Effect 2 finally
went on sale.
Mass Effect2 puts players
back into the combat boots
of Commander Shepard, an
elite human soldier famous for
his exploits as the first human
Specter. Specters, the galactic
Citadel Council they serve and
humanity's emerging role in
the 22nd century Milley Way
would each take entire articles
to explain; all you need to
know about Shepard is that
he prevented an ancient race
of god-machines called the ..
Reapers from invading our
galaxy and killing more or
less everything. At the end of
the first game, Shepard is a
hero and the galaxy is united

against the Reaper threat.
In the first five minutes of
Mass Effect 2, all of that gets
undone. If you are anything
likemeormyroommate,you
will find yourself screaming
at your TV.
A lot ofwhat made Mass
Effect a standout game, for
better or worse, is undone in
it~ sequel. The skill distribution and leveling system has
been completely overhauled,
with customization taking
a bit of a hit. However, if
you complained about the
cookie-cutter side missions
and crawling up mountains in
the Mako rover, the designers at Bioware heard you.
Each side mission is unique
and richly detailed, and the
Mako, well, it doesn't make
it past the first five minutes
of the game.
Probablythebiggestdifference is the new ammo system.
In addition to hordes ofanned
aliens,attackrobotsandgalactic
politicians, players now have
to worry about running out of
bullets.This goes against some
of the fundamental science

in the Mass Effect universe,
but Bioware knows its audience, and a lot ofits audience
has been playing Modern
Warfare 2 for the past few
months. So, the game's novel
shooter- RPG style mixes in a
few more spoonfuls ofshooter
this time around.
Mass Effect 2 feels, looks
and even explodes differently
than its predecessor, but the
core themes that endeared
so many to Shepard and his
adventures are back, if not
improved. Exploring the
Milky Way is still engrossing;
never leaving the main story
to wander the stars is a terrible
way to play this game. The
roster ofrecruitable characters
is bigger, and though some
of your allies from the first
game won't rejoin you, none
of the new guys are obvious
replacements. Each one brings
something fresh to Shepard's
crew, and in order to gain
their loyalty for a potentially
suicidal mission, you're going
to have to work.
But the Mass Effect series
is known best for one thing:
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Mass Effect seq':lel delivers
by BLAKE MATHEWS ·
editor-in-chief
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its moral dilemmas. Shepard
will end up saving the day,
somehow, but whether he does
it as a compassionate paragon
or a belligerent renegade is
completely up to the player.
In a conversation, you can
choose Shepard's every line,
and certain conversations
utilize the new "interrupt"
option, which gives the
player a choice to physically
intervene and gain either
paragon or renegade points.
The paragon may comfort a
grieving mother, while the
renegade tends to push people
out ofwindows or shoot them
in the knees.
If f were one for rating
systems, I'd give Mass Effect 2 for the Xbox 360 nine
stars out of ten. But I'm not,
so you'll have to settle for an
earnest recommendation: this
game is worth the money, the
homework you weren't doing
anyway and the emotional distress you'll find yourselfunder
as you lead your Shepard on
an impossible quest to protect
humanity from a seemingly
untouchable danger.
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Actor Kilmer
Egg-shaped
Skewer
Apiary
Lucy's mate
Unnatural
Celebes dwarf
buffalo
17 Vipers
18 Coral reef
19 Fibbing
21 Crease
23 Opposed
24 Stale
25 Ajar
27 Bird of Minerva
29 Scientist Sagan
30 Hawaiian dish
31 Fmr. Chinese leader
34 Wagner heroine
37 Extroverted
39 Extinct bird
40 Insect
41 Afr. perennial
42 Courtliness
45 Tranquil
47 Distress signal
48 Empty completely
49 Wool weight units
50 Paycheck (Abbr.)
51 Warble
52 Breach
55 Assist
58 Cut of meat
60 Maternal
62 Energy type
64 Writer Truman
66 Leave out
67 Bearberry
68 Terminated
69 Hawaiian volcano
goddess
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Floor covering
Circumvent
Gaunt
Harem room
Watercraft
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Actress Bonet
Body of water
Floral leaf
Golf club
Slant
Nimbus
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Samuel's teacher
Prod
Debatable
Before (Prefix)
Hairpiece
Sabot
Place
Track event
Soon
S shaped molding
Roman date
Aria
Lyric poems
Singleton
Paddles
Behave
Turk. title
Zero
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Male offspring
Boundary
Tree decoration
Drag one's feet
Strainer
Contests
Canted
Tennis player
Sampras
Residue
Footwear
Ms. Fitzgerald
Double-reed
instrument
Slangy negative
Grain
Some dads
(Abbr.)
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Last May, "Lost" ieft us
with 1,000 questions and
a mysterious fade to white.
In the season premiere on
Tuesday, Feb. 2, "Lost"
managed to drive its audience further into the mist
getting more mysterious
and answering practically
no questions.
One of the most upsetting things about this
season's first episode was
watching Juliet die over
and over again.
We watched her explode
Jughead butwere given new
hope when Sawyer found
her under the rubble of
Swan station just to have
her die again, but this time
in true "Lost" fashion, with
a cryptic message.
"It worked."What did
Juliet mean by "it worked?"
Lost theorists have already
put out the idea that Juliet was wavering between two realities in her
last minutes realizing suddenly that
exploding the bomb worked.
This might explain the dual realities that exist in the show. A reality
where Oceanic 815 never crashed on
the (now underwater) island, and the
reality in 2007 still on the island.
In reality number one, where the
plane doesn't crash, everything is a little
off. Now, Jack is the nervous flyer and
Rose calms him, Kate isn't the only
passenger to leave handcuffed and
Charlie is arrested for drug possession
after Jack resuscitates him.

Off of the island, the passengers still
find ways to interact.Jack does double
takes as ifl he knows the strangers on
the plane. The most curious aspects are
the people who are and aren't on the
plane. Michael, Walt and other "Lost"
favorites cannot be found, but there
is a disappearing Desmond who was
never on the plane in the pilot.
Reality number two is still dealing
with the aftermath of the explosion.
A now ghostly Jacob appears to
Hurley telling him how to save the
wounded Sayid. The group, with the
exception of Sawyer and Miles, heads
to the temple only to find that the
temple is not the temple.

A couple turns around
in the darkness, and we
are presented with the real
temple and a whole cast of
brand new characters; Just
what "Lost" fans need.
Convinced to save Sayid
because of the mysterious
message in the Ankh in
Hurley's guitar case (we
finally fou.nd out what
was in that thing!), the
new others do a strange
ritual that does not seem
to work, until finally Sayid
revives.
.
Ajira flight passengers
are still dealing with the
Locke imposter who has
revealed himselfas the smoke
monster (another question
answered!) and has terrified
Richard Alpert.
Anyone who scares
Richard Alpert is terrifying. Who is Not-Locke?
Was he Jacob's prisoner?
What does Jacob's death
mean? Is the newly-revived
Sayid not Sayid, but Jacob? How do
the two new realities relate to each
other? Where exactly is Vincent?
"Lost" did it again. Although the
season premiere didn't compare to
other season openers as far as shock
value, it gave "Lost" fans what they
expected: everything and nothing.
There is too much ground to cover
in the final season of"Lost," and the
new elements hurt the premiere.
New others, an underground island,
an alternate reality and Not-Locke's
scary shenanigans. The first episode
of the final season was a good, though
soft start in "Lost's" final chapter.

High-tech treasure hunting finds new
fans at Harding
Searcy is a hotspot for geocaching
by CARRIE MARTIN
student writer
and BLAKE MATHEWS
editor-in-chief

ers, called "caches." The
coordinates do not always
mark the exact location of
a cache, so hints on what
to look for are given on the
.l.QMa o f 2000, a ga e We!? site
_
began making its ~way
After finding a cache,
throughout the world and players often leave their
is rapidly becoming a new name on a list included
fad on Harding's campus: in the cache, then log the
-geocaching.
information they find on the
According to www. Internet. However, one cannot
geocaching.com, geocach- reveal the location of a site
ing is a "high-tech treasure to another individ.ual.
hunting game" played that
"It's like a secret; you
can be played by anyone don't want to ruin it for
with a global positioning anyone else," said junior
system.
Calea Bakke, who recently
The game is played by started geocaching with her
registering with the geocach- friends.
ing Web site and picking
The man behind the geoa set of GPS coordinates, caches on Harding's campus is
which are given in latitude Wayne Westerholm, Deputy
and longitude. The idea is Director of Training and
to follow the coordinates to Support for Public Safety.
find hidden objects, usually Anyone wanting to plant a
small waterproof co11tain- geocache at Harding must

first see him. Sophomore
Print Journalism major
and geocaching enthusiast
Amanda Hourt said she had
not found any Harding sites
yet, bur has found someln
the Searcy area.
Westerholm said that
Searcy is a "Mecca" for
geocaching.
Players can choose their
level of difficulty, and excitement, in getting to and
finding the specific treasure.
Some caches are simple,
while others involve strings
of multiple caches that lead
to a big one.
Not all caches are strictly
signed logs, either. Some will
contain an item, and the
successful geocacher must
remove the item and replace
it with something for the
next seeker to find.
Compared to other activities, geocaching can be
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Choral students
perform for inmates

Lost premiere promises as
•
many questions
as answers
by TIFFANY JONES
student writer
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extremely time consuming;
Bakke said she spent four
hours searching for four
different caches. However,
for individuals who really
.eajor he-game, the time it
takes to search for the site
is not a big issue.
"You know you'll enjoy it
if you just make yourself go
out and do it," Hourt said
According to Bakke,
geocachers sometimes
refer to non-participants
as "muggles," especially
when they are searching
for caches in a public place.
In one instance, she said,
onlookers were confused
by her group's search for a
cache in a shopping mart
parking lot.
"We were looking under
things and in things and
everywhere, and everyone
in the parking lot is just
giving us the weirdest look,"
Bakke said. "After 10 or 12
minutes we just had to leave,
because everyone was very
suspicious."
Though geocaching is not
yet understood by everyone,
it is something anyone can
do, provided they have the
right equipment and the
right attitude.
"If you have a sense of
adventure and want to find
places in the world, geocaching
can take you there," Justin
Gentry, 27, of Oklahoma
City said. "Whether you're
handicapped, 90 years or 5
years old to do it; you can
go from climbing mountains to just reaching out of
your car window and even
having to invest in diving
equipment and boats to get
to thr.m."

by LAUREN BUCHER
student writer
Eight students from
the Harding Chorus sang
hymns during a perfurmance
at the White County Jial
on Jan. 24. But instead of
listening from comfortable
auditorium seats, inmates
at the White County Jail
listened through small holes
in the doors of their cells,
requesting classic hymns
like "Precious Memories,"
"Amazing Grace" and "The
Old Rugged Cross."
"Jesus commanded
us to go and preach the
gospel to everyone," Jeff
Montgomery, the jail's
chaplain, said. "The chorus
members are at the jail
preaching the gospel using
the medium of music."
Montgomery said that
inmates often request
the older songs because
it reminds them of going to church with their
grandparents in a happier
time.
"A few inmates jeered
at us, but for the most
part, they were glad to
hear us and asked us to
sing louder so they could
hear better in their rooms
... "junior Matt Parks said.
"They closed their eyes,
listening to the hymns
we sang, and I don't know
what they were thinking,
but I think maybe they
":ere imagining a day in a
church in freedom."
Inmates especially need
to hear the message of
Jesus. Incarceration often
is the lowest point in their
lives, and many are asking
questions and searching
for truth, Montgomery
said. Roughly 40 percent
of inmates are involved
in ministries at White
County Jail.
College students can
be very influential in jail
ministry. The ministry's
success depends on the
quality of the relationships
formed. College students
can identify more easily

;vi.th younger inmates and
come offas less judgmental,
Montgomery said.
Singing groups stopped
coming frequently when
the new. jail was made
because slots in the cell
doors replaced mesh screens
over the windows. Now,
the prisoners cannot see or
hear the singers as easily.
The chaplains wanted a
regular rotation ofsingers.
Jeff Henig, the assistant
chaplain, contacted Dr.
Cliff Ganus, the director of Harding Chorus,
about a small group from
chorus coming. Many
chorus members expressed
interest.
"I was excited to go
because I don't do enough
service to the community,
and faith without works is
dead," Parks said. We all
wanted to get out of our
safe bunkers and get on
the battlefield."
The chorus is an addition
to thriving ntinistries at
the jail. There are regular
church services and Bible
lessons for inmates to do
during the week. They can
also meet with a minister
one-on-oneorfilloutprayer
cards and turn them into
College Church's prayer
ministry.
The chorus plans
to have groups go on a
twice a month rotation
on Tuesday night, Montgomery said.
"I hope we had a lasting
impact on the prisoners
and that they find comfort
in a church after they get
out," Parks said.
Jesus taught that Christians need to go preach to
everyone, especially people
at the margins of society.
The chorus members are
glorifying God by using
their talents to comfort
and encourage others. This
ministry brings the message ofJesus to inmates so
that they can find comfort
in it and continue to hold
on to it w:hen they are
released.

In the spotlight

photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
Singer Matt Wertz sings "Falling Off the Face
of the Earth" in the Administration Auditorium
on Friday, Jan. 29.
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easiest things we ~an do to make a difference?"
Tatera said. "Ifl tieed'to be the one poun~g
the drum and beating the bushes, I'll do it. l'in,
not'askiqg everyone_to do 't hat. I just want everybody to do their part, and the simplest thing
tni.tteC', has attracted media attention, including is to take that piece of paper or that cardboard
tli,Afhnsas Times. Tatera has amassed a stack or that piece ofplastic or can or bottle and just
of newspapers highlighting Harding1s green
put it in the right container."
,
Tatera said recycling is especially simple to
effoi:t'S, carefully preserved in a manila folder. ,
do because one dOes not have t<>makc a finanTateri: said Aramark has recognized Hardin~'s
cial or conscious decision to do what's right for
recycling pr~ many times within its reg10n
the environment - ,it's practically an absentencompasstng A,fkansa.s, Louisiana, Oklahoma
minded action. l;Iowever, being a devoted en~el Texas. Most~t~ the Arkansas Departv.iKPntnentaJist requires a lifestyle shift towards
met.it off:nviro,nme!rtal <lµality interviewed
liVing and Suyrng responsibly. '4
H~ last )'Cllf for possible in~usion in an
"If you don't like the way something is
~
eav~entl.J report to Governor Mike Beebe.
manufactured or packaged or any aspect bf that,
~ey [Allcansas ~ent of Environmental ~ality] intei:\rHed us last fall amongst speak up,"Tatera said. "If you don't Iik~_getting
junk mail, get on the 'do not send' list. We've
.....,.....,..._,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____, got the containers over there [in the mailroom],
:j.
but why even get to the point where someb~fs
shipping it, it's on a truck or plane or train that's
using fuel to get it here to the mailroom for you
U
to say, 'I never wanted that,' and you recycle ~
...,amp:i•
5
ci'ty
Socially responsible actions, too, are interOn ._,
1
u
twined with environmental conc~ts.
everywhere
think "It's not just about recycling,"Tatera said.
"It's reduce, reuse and recycle.When you give
blood, what are you doing? You're reusing your
blood and giving it to someone else."
-G reg Tatera
Ultimately, Tatera envisions an eco-ethic
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' permeating the entire H-arding family, serving as a shining example for other groups, even
churches, to model as they revamp their ways.
some other groups,"Tatera said. "We're wait"The university could serve as an example to
churches because church sustainability and enif!g to see if we made it. They did that because
Harding was an ex.mple o~going from basically vironmental stewardshi.P, is not a big movement
out there, "Tatera said. A lot of churches are
nothing [recycled] in the snort period of time
staying away from it. I think that Hardinq, could
to where we were able to take it. That's a huge
kiOO of clear up some misunderstandings.
tht~-.~ be highlighted like that."
While Tat~ra gfadly welcomes recognition,
As Tatera works toward a time when the
he fosters the recycling program from a deeper
~een movement,is full'\' integrated into every
Harding student'$ life, he constantly devises new
sta~c;!point.
ways they can get !Avolved. He and the Envi"We're environmental stewaids, and that's
all we are,"Tatera said. "We are here but a very
ronmental Stewardship Committee are buildshort time, by the grace of God, and that human ing a Web site th.t will showcase how Harding..
side of us can mess things up pretty good. And
is purs~ cco-frlemlly activities a
I think the Lord has blessed us with the talents
details a&rllt recyclable material&
and the knowledge to take these resources and
lim to related sites. He also en
know how best to protect them."
recycling containers appropriat
Nevertheless, all too often Tatera said he
by th.ii summer. Momentarily;
. . _ s the human side that wreaks havoc of ~
Harding
· • atiqa ~e
a
·de ·
1ojjto TCducceW"aste on
the>.-ral world. He said he is disgusted by
t~onmentally ba~dt habits¢ sot@
c~
.1fl and March 27. HdAmericans.
in~ ts p
ide 603 other univel'i-'
"The amount of trash
sit1es, in
c
from Arkansas. Tatera
not only on campus but
said he hope$ ~efeleMllt\ia will tftn,Ccend its
10--week com
· stat:Us for: studc;nts, ~you ~o - you think we
now, Tatera said. "I just
coming a dail . etyle challenge.
became acceptable, that you
"I want to ~~eManiaievery
window and throw somethi
ti
•Ta
·
ove
. g think
sas is the Natural State!"
. Knowing that humans lean towards convefriendly ideu, Tateta baa
nience, Tatera has expanded the coverage of recampus that will increa •
ronmentally sustainable ·~
n ifTi
cycling containers on campus precisely to make
the process as easy as possible for busy students. cannot move mountains, he cmq;•tainly
them.
••
,
'
"Why wouldn't you do the most basic and
facilitates this stcadftlu:lbi of recyclable materials•
.:Natqt~! the ~elerated success of Harding's
r~ding dfor~ ~oupled with 'the sundry~\j
ties Q£ the Envi.tonmental Stewardship Com-

"ltle amount of trash and
1"1der that goes out not only
bat ·n the
and
you go _you
We'd be beyond that by now."
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